LYNX RIDGE DRIVING RANGE ATTENDANT
Lynx Ridge Golf Club is searching for 3 to 4 mature adults to fill our “Driving Range Attendant” role. This
role is designed for a mature adult who is not needing to make any money but who LOVES golf. This role
will come with unlimited free golf for the employee and his or her guest plus a free power cart.

Job Description
-

-

Using our tractor to pick up the golf balls on our driving range.
Making sure the tractor always has enough gas.
Making sure that the there is a full jerry can of gas at all times. Filling up the jerry can only
happens down at our Turf Care department and must happen before 2pm each day as the Turf
Care crew departs Lynx Ridge at 2pm each day.
Taking the golf balls that have been picked and put them in to a big garbage bin that is strapped
to the back of a power cart
Taking that power cart to the Back Shop so the balls can get washed. Balls MUST be washed
every time they get picked
Taking the washed balls and filling up the empty driving range baskets then displaying the filled
baskets on our range basket counter ready to be sold again
Taking all other washed balls and fill up our BIG range ball bin
Picking up all of the empty range baskets that will be left on the range mats from previous use
Sweeping, cleaning and picking up garbage around the driving range & back shop area to make
sure these areas are ALWAYS looking clean and tidy
Our range system allows us to use regular tees. Each time someone hits a driver the tees go
flying on to the first 10 yards of the range or the tees go flying behind the customer. When this
happens the range looks messy as there are so many tees on the ground. It will be very
important that the tees get picked up a few times each day so that we do not waste money and
have to keep re-ordering more boxes of tees

Salary / Perks
-

This will be a volunteered position
Required to work a minimum of 2 to 3 shifts a week
Free unlimited golf for you and your guest plus a free cart
48 hour in advance booking
Great deal on jugs of beer ($10 to $12 jugs. Can take advantage of this on work day and golfing
day)
Great deal on food for the employee only (Can take advantage of food any day, work day or
golfing day)

